
 

 STATEMENT BY THE UNC YD EXECUTIVE BOARD 
 

As waves of protests continue around the country in response to the ongoing struggle of 
injustice, UNC YD’s Executive Board would like to acknowledge all those who are fighting 
systemic racism. We recognize that justice is long overdue for George Floyd along with Ahmaud 
Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Sean Reed and the countless number of Black Americans that have 
fallen victim to police brutality and violent racism. We mourn for these victims, their families, and 
their communities. Further, we stand in solidarity with the activists across our country advocating 
for the dismantlement of institutions and systems that perpetuate white supremacy. 
 
Our own community of Chapel Hill has not been immune to the struggles of virulent racism. 
UNC’s administration has too often sided with white nationalists armed with guns and 
Confederate flags rather than students of color and activists whose safety has been 
compromised for decades on campus. Our Executive Board stands with all those who protest and 
engage with dismantling ingrained systemic racism on campus, and those who strive to hold our 
leaders accountable. We emphasize that we are not able to speak with complete authority on this 
issue, and we urge our community to listen to and learn from organizations like UNC Black 
Student Movement, Campus Y, and UNC Black Congress.  
 
As Democrats, we emphasize that your vote is your voice. However, too often our party takes 
Black voters for granted and forgets to listen to communities we claim to represent. As an 
organization and as future leaders, it is important that we continually reflect on our own practices 
and intentionally lead conversations to ensure we are listening to the Black community and 
electing representatives that amplify and uplift those voices. Moreover, we recognize that racism 
is ingrained into American institutions. Injustice exists not only in the systems, laws, and policies 
of the United States but also in the hearts and minds of many of its citizens.  Criminal justice 
reform, police accountability, and legislation are only small steps in the healing process that our 
country must undergo.  
 
Every individual has a role to play in fighting injustice, and there are many avenues that must be 
taken on the way to change. Text FLOYD to 55156 to sign a petition demanding that the 
remaining officers involved in George Floyd’s murder are charged. Call out racism when you see 
it, because we have to actively be anti-racist. Call your representatives and advocate for tangible 
legislative changes to laws that allow misconduct by police throughout the country. Engage in 
peaceful protests in your community while keeping public health in mind. Donate, if possible, to 
local organizations like the The Anti-Racist Activist Fund which supports activists in the struggle 
against white supremacy in Orange, Chatham, Wake and surrounding counties, and the Chapel 
Hill-Carrboro NAACP which “ensures the political, educational, social, and economic equality of 
rights of all persons and to eliminate race-based discrimination.”  
 
We would be remiss to proceed to “life as normal”, as being subjected to racism is a tragic 
normal for millions of Americans. Instead, we should strive to create a new normal in which the 
law protects every American, and all voices are respected and heard. The voices of Black 
members of our community and around the country will not be ignored. Today, tomorrow, and 
forever we reinforce that Black Lives Matter.  
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https://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2019/03/confed-weapons-0321
https://www.uncbsm.com/statement
https://www.uncbsm.com/statement
https://campusy.unc.edu/
https://twitter.com/_blackcongress/with_replies?lang=en
https://www.house.gov/representatives/find-your-representative
https://www.takeactionch.com/donations
https://www.chapelhillcarrboronaacp.com/
https://www.chapelhillcarrboronaacp.com/

